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This talk draws on the prior talks in this series and introduces some new phenomena. Abstract 
levels of representation have been at the heart of theories of language starting with the traditional 
(19th century) distinction between inner and outer forms of sentences. Five fledgling research 
areas show promise for future understanding of different potential sources for universals, including 
processing constraints, learning constraints, neurological constraints, physical laws and interaction 
of these with general principles of neurological organization. (Each point will be supported by 
visual and/or auditory demonstrations.) 

1. Recent research shows that 3-4 word excerpts of conversational language are impossible to 
decode in isolation – but with a context, even a following context, they pop into immediate 
recognition. This suggests there is a “psychological moment” in which actual processing moves 
both forward and backward in time, while appearing consciously to move only forward. This 
suggests a processing basis for phrases of optimal size and relation to semantic analysis. 

2. A general problem solving model of learning explains the motive to learn language as based on 
the universal enjoyment of solving problems. Such a model requires and hence explains a 
dominant Canonical Sentence Form in each language to provide the basis for statistical 
generalizations during learning. 

3. For more than 60 years, phrase building/movement has always been from a more to less 
embedded part of a syntactic hierarchy. This may be based on exaptation of systems evolved for 
recognizing con-specific motion, binding more embedded movements into higher vectors. If the 
individual motivation in the child involves both problem solving and desire to be like grownups, 
then the discovery of hierarchically organized structures may be recruiting already evolved 
mechanisms for the visual perception of conspecifics. 

4. A new theory (by D. Medeiros) argues that the recursive phrase building molecule in current 
syntactic theory (X-bar theory), increases the number of abstract phrase nodes by the Fibonacci 
series– itself generating the golden mean ratio. Recent brain studies also show selective activation 
to auditory Fibonacci strings: this suggests a basis in physical law for the specific form of the 
phrase building molecule. 

5. There are two genetically distinct “normal” kinds of neurologically localized representations for 
language, signaled by differences in familial handedness. This suggests that the underlying 
physiological mechanism for language may not lie in specific brain centers or connections, but 
rather in other aspects of the human brain interacting with processing, acquisition, exapted neural 
structures and physical laws.  

Each of the constraints presupposes the child’s computational capacity to both recognize that 
there is language to be internally represented, and the computational stages s/he goes through to 
create an intensional structure for it. The individual and genetic basis for that Universal 
Grammatical capacity remains the focus for ongoing and future research. 
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